







The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory is using
data obtained from approximately 7500 ultraviolet
television pictures to compile The Celescope Catalog
of Ultraviolet Observations described in this paper.
This catalog lists the magnitude as observed in each
of Celescope"s four ultraviolet color bands, the
standard deviations of the observed ultraviolet mag-
nitudes, positions, identifications, and ground-based
magnitudes, colors, and spectral types for approxi-
mately 5000 stars.
A Preliminary Catalog of Celescope Ultraviolet
Observations, containing data on about 500 stars, was
distributed at the time this paper was presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory operated an
ultraviolet television photometer, called the Celescope exper-
iment, in the second Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-2)
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. During
the 16 months that we operated Celescope (December 1968
through April 1970), we took 8784 television pictures, observ-
ing about 1000 star fields once and about 700 more than once.
We are now compiling the results from 7407 of these pictures
into The Catalog of Celescope Ultraviolet Observations. Of
the remaining 1377 pictures, 272 were not received, and 1105
were of quality too poor for processing.
Included in this paper is a Preliminary Catalog of Cele-
scope Ultraviolet Observations in the format in which we in-
tend to publish the final catalog. We consider observational
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material presented in this sample listing to be final. Since
we are still reviewing the identifications and ground-based
data, there may be a few changes in these quantities; however,
the ultraviolet magnitudes will not change. We are finding
that about 5 to 10% of our identifications as given in this
preliminary catalog are incorrect. The probability of mis-
identification in the final catalog will be considerably lower.
Incorrect identifications are most probable for the faintest
stars.
This Preliminary Catalog supercedes a similar one that was
given limited distribution in May .1971 with preliminary ultra-
violet magnitudes. Comments are invited on the format in
which the catalog is presented. These comments will be useful
to us in -improving The Catalog of Celescope Ultraviolet Obser-
vations, which will be available on magnetic tape early in
1972, and in printed form later in 1972.
This Preliminary Catalog of Celescope Ultraviolet Observa-
tions contains the reduced ultraviolet magnitudes measured by
Celescope, accompanied by identifications, positions and aux-
iliary astrophysical information where known.
The columns of the listing are described in the following
section. Bibliographical information concerning the refer-
ences cited in this Preliminary Catalog is included. Complete
bibliographic information concerning all references used in
compiling the Celescope Identification Catalog, from which the
auxiliary information was derived, can be found in CDL-100,
available upon request from Project Celescope, Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory.
A description of the Celescope experiment is available as
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Special Report No. 282.
A description of the data-analysis techniques will become
available early in 1972 as Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa-
tory Special Report No. 310.
The data contained in the Preliminary Catalog of Celescope
Ultraviolet Observations, and the individual observed magni-
tudes on which these data were based, are also available on
magnetic tape. The tentative format for the magnetic tape is
given following the "Explanation of Columns."
II. EXPLANATION OF COLUMNS
Column Contents
CEL Preliminary Celescope Catalog ID number
HD Henry Draper Catalogue number (reference 922).
DM Dufchmusterung number:
B BD, Bonner Durchmusterung (reference
898)







C CD or CoD, Cordoba Dur chirms te rung
(reference 899).
P CPD, Cape Photographic Durchmusterung
(reference 900).
Right ascension and declination (1950.0). If
897 is listed among the references (SAO Star
Catalog), the position is taken from that ref-
erence. If the DM number is given but refer-
ence 897 is not listed, the position is taken
from the DM and precessed to 1950.0. If the
star has not been identified with a known ob-
ject, the position given has been determined
directly from the Celescope measurements and
has an accuracy of about 1 arcmin.
If the object is nonstellar, one or more of
the following letters will indicate the nature
of the object:
B Barred spiral galaxy.
C Globular cluster.












* Identification given in NONSTAR column.
The photoelectric V magnitude of the UBV system
when available. Otherwise, in order of prefer-
ence mv, mpv, nipg. To distinguish among these
possibilities, the magnitude given may be fol-
lowed by MVdiUy), PV(nipV) , or PG(mpg). In com-
piling these data, if different sources agreed
to within Om10, the arithmetic mean is given.
If there was greater disagreement, an astrono-
mer resolved the disagreement. If he could
not resolve it, an asterisk (*) appears in the
magnitude column following the truncated mean
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V magnitude listed in the Naval Observatory
Catalogue (reference A19), only data combined
from that catalog were used for deriving the
magnitude given here. Magnitudes given to one
decimal place required consistency within ±0m5
in the source material and imply that no
source listed the magnitude to more than one
decimal place. Magnitudes given to two deci-
mal places required .consistency within ±0m05
from those sources reporting the magnitude to
two decimal places and disregarded magnitudes
given to only one place. We consider only the
photoelectric magnitudes to have reasonable
accuracy; the photographic and photovisual
magnitudes come mostly from source catalogs
having very low photometric accuracy.
The photoelectric B-V color of the UBV system,
otherwise the magnitude nipg if available. If
rripg is given, the magnitude is followed by PG.
The same conventions with regard to accuracy
and the use of reference A19 apply as for the
V column.
The photoelectric U-B color of the UBV system,
when available. Otherwise, in order of prefer-
ence, U-V or (U-B)C. To distinguish between
these possibilities, the magnitude given may
be followed by U-V or UBC. The same conven-
tions for accuracy and use of A19 apply as in
the V column.
When additional information is available in re-
gard to the photometric characteristics of the
object, one or more of the following entries
will indicate these characteristics:




P Polarization data available.
S Standard on MK or UBV system.
U Observed in the ultraviolet below
3000 A wavelength.
X X-ray source.









* Merged image; see remarks,
numbers Variable Stars:
1 RW Aurigae variable.
2 Eclipsing variable.
3 Early-type irregular variable (type la
of Kukarkin and Parenago).
4 Variable star of unspecified type.
5 Beta Canis Majoris variable.
6 Alpha Canum Venaticorum variable.
7 Delta Scuti variable.
8 W Ursae Majoris variable.
9 Peculiar variable.
10 Classical Cepheid variable.
11 Flare star.
12 Irregular variable other than type IA
of Kukarkin and Parenago.
13 Semiregular variable.
14 RR Lyrae variable.
15 Mira Ceti and long-period variables.
16 Nova-like variable.
17 Nova.
18 R Coronae Borealis variable.
19 Supernova.
20 T Tauri variable.
21 U Geminorum variable.
22 RV Tauri variable.
23 W Virginis variable.
24 Z Camelopardalis variable.
Spectrum and luminosity. If different sources
agreed to within ±2 subclasses, the arithmetic
mean was taken. If they disagreed by more
than 2 subclasses, arbitrary subclass designa-
tions were assigned according to the average
of the given subclasses: E (early), if 0-3 in
average subclass; M (middle), if 4-6; and L
(late) if 7-9. Intermediate spectral sub-
classes and luminosities have been truncated;
i.e., a star of spectral type BO.5 II-III is
listed as BO II.
When additional information is available in
regard to the spectral characteristics of the
object, one or more of the following entries
will indicate these characteristics:









D Interstellar D lines of sodium.
E Any type of emission.
G Magnetic field.








4 Interstellar 4430 A" absorption band.
Ul magnitude. The weighted mean of the Cele-
scope observational results in the Ul color .
band (2100-3200 Jl). Celescope magnitudes are
based on spectral irradiance in MKS units:
Un = -2.5 log I, where I is spectral irradi-
ance from the observed star at the effective
wavelength of the color band, in units of watts
per square meter per meter of wavelength. The
Ul magnitude is derived from the formula
Ul =
where Ul^ is the ith observation of the Ul mag-
nitude and W£ is its weighting factor assigned
as follows:
w=3 if the object could not be separated
from a neighboring object by our stand-
ard computer program and was separated
manually.
w=3 if the object was within 15 arcmin of
the line, through the center of the
field, separating the two different
optical filters that were rigidly
mounted in front of each television
camera.
w=6 if the object was both manually split
and near the filter split line.
w=°° if the object was within 5 arcmin of
the filter split line, if the object
was in a part of the picture having a













touched the edge of the picture. Ob-
servations with w=°° are not included
in this Catalog.
w=0 otherwise.






If Ul is based on a single observation, the
weighting factor is given rather than the
standard deviation. Weighting factor is indi-
cated by the letter W preceding the number and
by the use of a single-digit number rather
than a number printed to two decimal places.
U2 magnitude. The weighted mean of the Cele-
scope observational results in the U2 color
band (1550-3200 A). Derivation as for Ul.
Standard deviation of U2, or weighting factor
for a single observation of U2, computed as
for SD1.
U3 magnitude. The weighted mean of the Cele-
scope observational results in the U3 color
band (1350-2150 A). Derivation as for Ul.
Standard deviation of U3, or weighting factor
for a single observation of U3, computed as
for SD1.
U4 magnitude. The weighted mean of the Cele-
scope observational results in the U4 color
band (1050-2150 A). Derivation as for Ul.
Very few U4 magnitudes are given because of
interference from the bright Lyman-alpha back-
ground of the geocorona.
Standard deviation of U4, or weighting factor
for a single observation of U4, computed as
for SD1.
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Nonstellar objects, in the rare cases where
they have been identified with Celescope
images, have their catalog number preceded by
one of the following identifiers:
N NGC, New General Catalogue.
I 1C, Index Catalogue.
3C Third Cambridge Catalogue of Radio
Sources.
Right ascension and declination (2000.0).
entry for R.A.(1950)DEC.
See
Most commonly used for naming additional stars
in a merged image. Also used to give names of
bright stars and variable stars.
The identification numbers of the references
used in compiling the auxiliary information.
References cited in the Preliminary Catalog of
Celescope Ultraviolet Observations are identi-
fied in the listing that follows the catalog.
References not cited in this catalog are iden-
tified in CDL-100.
III. TENTATIVE FORMAT FOR MAGNETIC-TAPE VERSION
OF CELESCOPE CATALOG
The magnetic-tape version of The Catalog of Celescope Ultra-
violet Observations will contain the same information as is
printed in the catalog itself, in a format convenient for ma-
chine computation. In addition, the magnetic-tape version will
list the individual observations for each star, and a small
amount of information useful for record keeping.
The following tentative tape format is given here only for
the purpose of eliciting comments from potential users; the
final format may be considerably different. Each observation-
al record will contain the following items:
Item No. Contents
1 Celescope catalog number
2 RA (1950), seconds of time
3 Dec (1950), tenths of minutes of arc
4 RA (2000), seconds of time
5 Dec (2000), tenths of minutes of arc
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Item No. Contents
6 Durchmusterung identifier. One integer is created
from the DM zone and number: DM item = (sign of
zone) x [(|zone|) x (100000) + number].
7 Durchmusterung code: BD, CD or CPD
8 Nonstar code: 1 for nonstellar objects
9 NGC-IC-3C Designation
10 HD number
11-31 Peculiarity codes (print columns OBJ, PHOT, PEC)
32 Ml x 100
33 M2 x 100
34 M3 x 100
35 Magnitude code defining the type of magnitudes
listed in Ml, M2 and M3
36 Spectral type and subtype
37 Luminosity
38-57 References
58-59 Name or comment
60 Ui average
61 Weight of U:
62 Ems of Uj
63 U2 average
64 Weight of U2
65 Rms of U2
66 Ua average
67 Weight of U3
68 Rms of U3
69 Un average
70 Weight of Uv
71 Rms of I3n
72 Number of Uj magnitudes
73 Ui
74 Identifier of U-J- (tape-frame-contact-Object Number)
75 Weight of U^
L Number of U magnitudes
L+l U^2
L+2 Identifier of U^
L+3 Weight of uf
M Number of U3 magnitudes
M+l Um
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Itern No. Contents
M+2 Identifier of Um




N Number of U4 magnitudes
, N+l Um
N+2 Identifier of Um
N+3 Weight of Um
END
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8 1« 4 -44 34.3 AI VEL
8 14 23 -45 50.0
8 14 26 -45 17.fc
8 14 31 -45 12.7
8 14 40 -46 2.9
207 969 897 922















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 18 31 -46 .4
8 18 38 -44 36.9
8 18 47 -41 2.8
B 18 44 -44 34. (>
6 18 54 -41 52.5
8 18 51 -45 54.0
8 18 53 -*5 2.1
8 19 1 -41 58.8
8 19 V3 -43 58.5
8 19 29 -42 .*
8 19 29 -42 23. t
8 19 37 -46 26.*
8 19- 57 -*1 47.9
8 20 7 -46 16.3
8 20 18 -43 52.9 AY VEL
8 20 23 -46 59.$
8 20 34 -44 15.2
8 20 39 -41 25.6
8 20 50 -41 4.2
8 20 50 -46 26.7
8 21 3 -46 1.8
8 21 9 -42 24.6
8 21 5 -46 59.9
8 21 25 -44 59.4 *ITH C-44 4330
8 21 25 -45 9.*
8 21 35 -44 32.3
8 21 41 -41 11.7
8 21 41 -42 50.1
8 21 40 -44 13.6
8 22 1 -*0 3i.7
8 22 8 -40 59.6
8 22 21 -45 47.9
8 22 35 -«4 U.I
& 22 35 -44 44.1
8 22 37 -44 51.8
8 22 55 -40 46.9
8 22 56 -43 13.7
8 23 8 -40 22.9
8 23 12 -42 59.2
B 23 10 -45 35.0
S 23 19 -44 57.9
8 23 25 -41 22.9
8 23 25 -42 48.4
8 23 23 -45 45.2
8 23 28 -45 36.7
8 23 30 -44 14.6
8 23 37 -43 44.1
B 23 54 -42 33.2
8 24 3 -4* 30.3
8 24 12 -43 42.8
B 24 V6 -46 59.1
8 24 23 -44 24.9
8 24 35 -40 44.7
8 24 48 -44 1.7
8 24 53 -42 2.3
8 24 46 -47 27.3
8 24 56 -42 46.2
8 24 56 -44 18.0
B 25 6 -43 21.9
8 25 17 -45 9.7
8 25 24 -42 39.8
B 25 31 -40 58.1
8 25 30 -46 38.0
8 25 46 -41 56.4
8 25 52 -42 9.1
B 25 54 -40 33.9
8 25 55 -40 36.9
8 25 58 -44 1.3
8 26 3 -43 18.1
8 26 8 -42 51.7
8 26 16 -41 14.3
8 26 16 -42 8.2
8 26 21 -*2 37.6
8 26 24 -41 11.2


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B 26 37 -*3 2».S
8 26 to -*2 31.%
B 26 40 -*2 52.3
B 26 41 -4* 51.0
8 26 »1 -*5 35.0
8 26 ** -*5 46.0
8 26 »5 -*7 26.3
8 26 58 -*3 $1.7
8 27 5 -46 30.5
8 2T 9 -44.35.0
fmWAB R.A. (2000) DEC. *EM«RXS
8 27 19 -*1 43.5
8 27 20 -*5 6.3
8 27 15 -*7 48.1
ft 27 51 -42 8.V
8 27 27 -*T 43.7
8 27 49 -42 58.3
B 27 47 -47 40.4
8 28 0 -41 14.6
8 28 1 -41 40.3
8 28 11 -41 50.1
8 2ft 3 -46 48.9
8 28 24 .46 57.3
8 28 37 -41 10.4
8 28 30 -46 8.0
8 28 47 -41 32.0
8 28 51 -42 35.2
8 28 48 -45 44.1
8 29 8 -44 9.6
8 29 6 -45 33.4
8 29 5 -47 55.4
8 29 18 -41 8.3
8 29 12 -44 53.0
8 29 17 -43 28.2
8, 29 18 -45 27.8
8 29 20 -46 53.3
8 29 25 -45 31.8
8 29 27 -44 43.4
8 29 25 -47 48.1
8 29 36 -41 31.4
B 29 36 -43 19.9
8 29 37 -44 5.9
8. 29 4* -41 47.3
» 29 51 -41 55.2 INCL 72178
8 29 46 -46 19.9
e 29 43 -48 1.6
e 29 51 -44 44.6
8 30 5 -41 38.3
t 30 7 -43 1.2
8 30 7 -44 17.6
8 30 24 -42 38.7
9 3O 24 -47 .7
8 30 26 -46 18.7
8 30 39 -44 44.2
8 30 44 -45 52.4
a 30 55 -44 36.8
8 30 59 -42 11.5
8 31 11 -42 3.9
8 31 12 -44 29.8
8 31 10 -47 51.9
8 31 22 -45 30.9 rflTH -45 4213
8 31 26 -47 25.2
8 31 34 -43 44.3
8 31 36 -45 47.1
8 31 39 -44 25.0
8 31 47 -42 2.0
B 31 39 -47 14.4
8 31 44 -46 7.6
8 31 51 -43 49.3
8 32 16 -41 49.9
8 32 19 -43 55.8
a 32 20 -46 1.8
8 32 23 -45 47.1
8 32 41 -44 2.6
8 32 35 -47 42.6
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C66P 8 32 47 -41 52.7 897
.16 C67P 8 32 49 -45 38.2 922 897
C68P 8 32 56 -43 24.4 922
C69P 8 32 53 -45 20.6 897 922
C70P 8 32 57 -44 14.1 897 922
W3 C71P 8 32 54 -47 36.2 158 897
.56 9.64 W3 C72P 8 33 1 -45 45.1 897 158 419 A19
C73P 8 33 6 -46 27.2 897
C74P 8 33 8 -45 11.0 899 A19
C75P 8 33 10 -45 10.3 158
C76P 8 33 22 -43 4.7 897
C77P 8 33 34 -42 46.5 922
HO C7BP 8 33 35 -43 .7 922
.16 C79P 8 33 38 -42 38.0 897
MO C80P 8 33 32 -47 53.6 897
SD3 04 504
 CEL NCWTAR 3.4. (20001 DEC ...... 9EM»R<S ---- ...... ----------- ......... ------- .—REFERENCES-
NO D IP 8 33 *2 -43 26.9 897
WJ £
 2P 8 » *Z -** 5»»7 "IER&EO d>0 27*4 897
p jp 8 33 50 -45 23.9 897
9.18 .16 D 4P 8 34 8 -** 32.6 897
.20 0 5P 8 34 11 -45 38.1 897
D 6P 8 34 12 -44 48.1 897
0 IP 8 34 20 -44 .7 897
D go 8 34 23 -47 1.3 897
D 9P 8 34 28 -44 11.2 897
12.14 N3 DIOP 8 34 30 -44 30.3 897
WO D11P 8 34 39 -41 14.0 897
012P 8 34 35 -44 26.2 897
10.64 .36 (J13P 8 34 40 -44 31.6 897
Dl»P 8 34 54 -45 28.6 897
B15P 8 35 7 -45 13.7 922 897
016P 8 35 7 -45 46.0 897
017P 8 35 16 -44 17.8 897
018P 8 '35 14 -47 57.6 922
D19P 8 35 28 -42 33.7 922
020P 8 35 50 -47 7,5 897 922
WO D21P 8 35 51 -47 50.7 897 922
022P 8 36 1 -44 23.7 897
07 023P B 36 1 -46 30.0 897
D24P 8 36 5 -47 7.5 922
025P 8 36 21 -45 25.4 897
026P 8 36 19 -47 17.4 158
B27P 8 36 24 -47 35.4 158
D28P 8 36 37 -44 4.7 897
D29P 8 36 41 -47 30.0 897 158
wo 030P 8 36 43 -47 59.9 897
D31P 8 36 50 -46 19.4 897 922
•26 D32P 8 36 55 -45 31.3 16 474 897 158
.28
 033P a 37 14 -47 11.9 158 897
034P 8 37 17 -46 7,2 900 16 474 158
035P 8 37 19 -45 12.4 16 897 158 A19
WO D36P 8 37 27 -42 21.3 897
WO D37P 8 37 38 -42 59,3 901 884 899 8 508 781 897 921 158 A19
.01 10.26 .35
 D38p g 37 39 _46 i&<9 897
.13 13.27 W3 539P 8 38 9 -45 20.2 897
D40P 8 38 20 -44 17.8 S97
.09 11.14 WO 0<>IP 8 38 24 -46 46.5 rflTH 4400 897 158
042P 8 38 28 -47 10.2 897
.12 12.29 WO Q43P 8 38 34 -45 55.7 897
«0 D44P g 38 40 -42 26.8 897
D45P 8 38 37 -45 47.9 897
W3 D46P 8 38 37 -46 46.9 897 158
.10 12.07 WO D47P 8 38 59 -46 13.6 <i/-45 4351.4352 158 16 897
D48P 8 39 17 -46 26.0
D49P 8 39 18 -46 30.8 897
050P 8 39 30 -46 17.6 899
D51P 8 39 36 -42 29.1 897
W3 052P 8 39 48 -44 45.9 W/-44 4662 897 922
053P 8 39 54 -45 8.1 922
D54P 8 40 6 -47 44.8 897
.33 055P B 40 10 -45 36.9 897
.24 056P B 40 20 -46 7.4 899 922 897
057P 8 40 35 -47 14.1 DOUBLE STAR 897
058P 8 40 37 -46 38.9 921 783 793 899 620 897 884 901
.09 11.54 W3 059P 8 40 47 -45 3.5 897 158
D60P B 40 51 -44 44.9 897























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 40 50 -4e> 5.6
8 40 51 -45 30.3 W/-45 4392
8 41 13 -45 16.6
8 41 13 -47 19.0
8 41 16 -45 45.2
8 41 15 -47 34.4
8 41 34 -44 59.4
8 41 48 -45 33.0
8 41 57 -45 24.5
6 41 55 -47 52.3
8 41 59 -47 39.9
8 42 2 -47 46.8
8 42 19 -45 43.6
8 42 22 -46 34.7
6 42 28 -47 31.2
8 42 44 -45 33.3 H/-45 4441
8 42 48 -46 48.5
8 42 57 -43 57.8
8 43 4 -47 .9
8 43 7 -47 41.2
8 43 17 -46 26.8
8 43 16 -4T 46.3
8 43 24 -46 19.0
8 43 36 -46 6.0
8 43 36 -46 $5,8
B 43 42 -*5 32.6
8 43 47 -46 47,8
B 43 5B -45 5*. 5
8 44 9 -47 6.9
8 44 38 -43 31.4
8 44 45 -45 58.9
8 44 50 -44 32.9
8 44 53 -47 57.3
g 44 57 -46 11,8
8 45 4 -44 3*. 8
8 45 1 -*7 20.7
8 45 4 -46 9.0
8 45 6 -47 12,0
a 45' 10 -46 2.2
B 45 13 -45 54.3 INCLUDES 74952
8 45 19 -45 57.5
8 45 20 -45 54.8 INCL 4498i4S01
a 45 23 -46 41.1
B 45 40 -45 45.8
8 45 40 -47 55.8
8 45 47 -44 14.9
8 45 56 -43 26.9
8 45 54 -47 34.6
8 46 3 -43 45.1
8 46 1 -46 2.5
8 46 9 -47 23.7
8 46 17 -46 34.0
8 46 19 -47 33.0
8 46 25 -44 5*.l
8 46 30 -45 54.7
8 46 29 -46 39.5
B 46 38 -43 58.1
8 46 42 -48 45.9
8 46 50 -46 27.0
8 46 51 -47 48.3
8 47 1 -44 4.4
8 47 5 -45 4,4
8 47 t -48 27.5
8 47 15 -48 2.9
8 47 18 -46 9.2
8 47 17 -47 51.0
8 47 24 -44 3.9
8 47 28 -46 27.0
8 47 29 -46 40.4
8 47 36 -47 12.4
8 47 48 -44 14.0
8 47 56 -47 41.7
8 48 9 -43 56.1
8 48 20 -46 54.6
B 48 31 -45 5B.6
341 900 B99 30B A 7 158
897
16 897 A 7 158
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R.A. 11950) DEC. OBJ
8 49 6 -43 33.8
8 49 13 -44 13.9
8 49 21 -47 40.9
8 49 29 -44 13.3
8 49 33 -45 29.3
8 49 42 .45 26.1
8 49 51 -46 25.3
8 49 53 -47 23.0
8 49 53 -43 51.5
8 49 58 -48 33.9
8 50 4 -43 57.7
8 50 5 -47 42.2
8 50 IS -43 49.2
8 50 20 -46 6.0
8 50 34 -43 58.4
B 50 50 -49 3.0
8 50 56 -46 49.3
8 50 59 -47 23.0
8 51 0 -48 10.2
8 51 6 -44 5.8
8 51 7 -47 12.2
8 51 14 -47 2.1
8 51 17 -45 12.8
8 51 19 -45 11.0
8 51 22 -47 2.9
8 51 35 -43 33.8
8 51 36 -44 8.6
8 51 47 -44 11.3
8 51 48 -47 19.7
8 51 48 -45 6.2
8 51 49 .43 20.5
8 51 56 -48 52.8
8 52 0 -46 18.5
8 52 1 -48 34.5
8 52 7 -49 26.4
8 52 10 -47 19.8
8 52 10 -45 11.2
8 52 11 -42 17.7
8 52 16 -46 59. «
8 52 31 -48 56.2
8 52 32 -45 58.8
8 52 34 .46 18.2
8 52 35 -48 42.5
8 52 40 -48 40.5
8 52 40 -45 15.8
8 52 51 -44 14.3
8 53 15 -43 38.4
8 53 IB -47 24.0
8 53 21 -43 16.5















































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 48 29 -47 32.2
8 48 45 -47 45.7
8 48 50 -47 17.3
8 49 3 -43 45.6
8 49 7 -45 38.1
8 49 8 -47 40.4
8 49 14 -46 6.5
8 49 21 -43 22.1
8 49 25 -43 .3
8 49 24 -47 29.3
8 49 31 -46 23.7
8 49 39 -42 49.4
8 49 47 -45 18.! WITH C-44 4873
8 49 55 -47 37,8
8 50 4 -43 31.9
8 50 13 -45 31.3 4ITH C-45 4615
8 50 16 -45 23.6
6 50 17 -48 41.5
8 50 26 -46 14.8
8 50 25 -47 47.5
8 50 33 -46 31.7
8 50 36 -45 33.1
6 50 44 -43 11.Z
8 50 50 -43 2.6













884 901 781 897
922
922





419 783 901 884 897 488





R.A. (2000) DEC. REMARKS--
8 50 52 -43 45.0
8 50 58 -44 25.1
8 51 0 -47 52.1
8 51 14 -44 24.6
8 51 16 -45 40.6
B 51 25 -45 37.4
8 51 32 -46 36.6
8 51 33 -47 34.3 «IITH -47 4447
8 51 39 -44 2.8
a 51 35 -48 45.2
8 51 50 -44 9.0
8 51 44 -47 53.5
8 52 4 -44 .5
8 52 2 -46 17.3
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55 9 -46 21.6
55 19 -45 2.5
F53P 8 55 23 -43 48.0
F54P e 55 24 -45 40.7













55 50 -44 24.8
55 50 -46 20.
55 59 -47 28.
56 7 -49 8.
56 14 -45 23.
56 18 -46 19.
56 27 -47 95.
56 36 -43 55.
56 38 -43 12.
56 47 -42 15.
56 41 -47 51.
) 56 57 -42 9.
F68P 8 56 52 -49 4.








i 56 59 -49 7.
9 57 20 -48 12.
9 57 28 -44 15.
9 57 43 -43 32.
J 57 52 -42 31.
t 57 53 -43 9.
1 57 53 -47 44.
'77P 8 58 0 -44 52.
?78P 8 58 28 -43 45.
























P80P 8 58 57 -43 37.4
CEL NON5TAR R.A. (2000> DEC. — --REMARK5---



















9 59 4 -43 25.
) 59 22 -42 36.
59 21 -43 21.
59 25 -47 2.
59 31 -44 11.
59 43 -45 2.
59 44 -48 9.
0 22 -43 10.
0 17 -47 14.
0 26 -43 54.
0 22 -46 42.
0 29 -45 43.
0 40 -43 20.
0 46 -43 51.
0 46 -45 53.
0 54 -45 37.
1 4 -47 14.
2 7 -46 27.
G20P 9 2 22 -42 30.
G21P 9 2 26 -43 58.
G22P 9 2 35 -42 42.
G23P 9 2 37 -45 39.
S24P 9 2 43 -46 10.
G25P 9 2 46 -44 38.
G26P 9 2 49 -44 14.
4
1























G27P 9 2 48 -46 57.8
G28P 9 2 57 -42 53.0
G29P 9 2 52 -46 23.8
G30P 934 -45 23.
S31P 9 3 18 -44 54.
G32P 9 3 22 -44 2.
G33P 9 4 45 -43 16.
G34P 954 -45 92.

























897 158 A19 '
922
897













































G36P 9 7 42 -44 37.9 897 419 158 A19
